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Outline for Workshop
 

1. Overview and survey (participant background in electronics, code, why 
Arduino?).

2. Teaching philosophy:
a. Dive right in - sometimes students see it first on their own, then 

later in class
b. Students see what is possible very early, and imagine projects
c. Fill in the details later; return for greater mastery

3. My implementation at Pacific
a. Assign ARDX circuits as homework
b. Weekly circuit quiz (online Moodle etc.)

i. How long did it take?
ii. What did you struggle with?
iii. How did you extend the circuit?

c. I recommend against using the arduino on exams, it tests the 
wrong things (programming etc. instead of electronics)

d. Arduino is encouraged in class projects (and often used)
4. Hand out arduino hardware & finish installs
5. 01.Basics -> blink - Digital output
6. 0.1Basics -> fade - PWM output
7. 0.3Analog -> AnalogInOutSerial - Analog in (and serial data)
8. 02.Digital -> toneMelody - Piezo sound/music example
9. Servo -> Sweep - servo motor example
10. Demo Photocell with Servo
11. Show other components (LCD screen, RGB leds, etc.)
12. (if time allows) Demo voltage graph & sharp motion sensor

 

 

 

Additional thoughts about the course at Pacific
Good participation percentage, of 12 students, all completed the weekly circuits 
(one student waited until finals week).



 

PRO CON

canned code means no programming 
skills required

canned code means no programming 
skills required

clear (and tested) instructions students may need some guidance, 
though this seemed to be minimal

corresponds to a well-defined kit 
(multiple sources, sparkfun.com 
adafruit.com)

relatively basic concepts

open source (HW and text) order doesn't correspond to a 
typical RLC->trans->opamp->logic 
curriculum

 
I used minimal in-class arduino time during the lab period. If it was used it was 
integrated into the lab activity. Using arduino in the lab gives students some time 
to ask me questions and let me help debug.
 
Other (possibly new) aspects of the course
I give a group problem (1 hour of the 2.5 hour final) that all students collaborate 
on:
 
Midterm group problem:
- four-switch door lock (logic circuit).
 
Final exam group problem(s):
- laser tripwire alarm (sound an alarm when the beam is broken)
- radio transmitter (send an SOS signal)
 
 


